In this paper we present a non-deterministic call-by-need (untyped) lambda calculus X,d with a constant choice and a let-syntax that models sharing. Our main result is that Xnd has the nice operational properties of the standard lambda calculus: confluence on sets of expressions, and normal order reduction is sufficient to reach head normal form. Using a strong contextual equivalence we show correctness of several program transformations.
Abstract
In this paper we present a non-deterministic call-by-need (untyped) lambda calculus X,d with a constant choice and a let-syntax that models sharing. Our main result is that Xnd has the nice operational properties of the standard lambda calculus: confluence on sets of expressions, and normal order reduction is sufficient to reach head normal form. Using a strong contextual equivalence we show correctness of several program transformations.
In particular of lambdalifting using deterministic maximal free expressions. These results show that And is a new and also natural combination of non-determinism and lambda-calculus, which has a lot of opportunities for parallel evaluation. An intended application of And is as a foundation for compiling lazy functional programming languages with I/O based on direct calls. The set of correct program transformations can be rigorously distinguished from non-correct ones. All program transformations are permitted with the slight exception that for transformations like common subexpression elimination and lambda-lifting with maximal free expressions the involved subexpressions have to be deterministic ones.
Introduction
Currently, the preferred methods in non-strict functional languages to implement l/O and other interactions with the environment are monadic programming as in Haskell ([PHA+97]) or direct calls that are embedded in a system of unique types as in Clean [NSvPSl, Ach96]. In the commercial non-strict functional programming language Natural EL [HNSSH97] these interactions were implemented as direct calls. The intention of this paper is twofold: On the one hand a non-deterministic lambda calculus &,d is described that is different from most other non-deterministic lambda calculi insofar as it is lazy, i.e., call-by-need, and has all the advantageous properties of a lambda-calculus, where instead of confluence a generalized notion (set-confluence) is used. On the other hand we want to demonstrate that the ntive approach to I/O in non-strict functional languages can be justified, based on a different set of transformations of the non-deterministic lambda-calculus. The following well-known example demonstrates the problems in adding non-determinism to the lambda calculus: Let 0 be non-deterministic choice and let the function double be defined as double z = z + z. The issue is: "What is the result of reducing the expression double (1 0 a)?" Using preduction there are two different reduction sequences that conflict with set-confluence.
l double (1 0 2) -+ (1 0 2) + (1 0 2), which may result in 2, 3, or 4.
l double (1 0 2) -+ double n, where n = 1 V 2, which may result in 2 or 4.
This means that depending on the selected redex to be reduced, the set of possible results is different after one reduction step, which means that this kind of beta-reduction makes an "implicit choice". This is not only counterintuitive, but leads to inconsistencies.
One remedy is to restrict the permitted redexes, usually by only permitting a fixed reduction strategy like strict evaluation or normal order evaluation. The first possibility is the method chosen for strict functional programming languages and also for Clean. It has the disadvantage that it severely restricts the permitted program transformations, since the sequence of evaluation is highly fixed. Another remedy, which we will pursue, is to modify the calculus by introducing sharing such that the calculus does not unnecessarily copy expressions. In the example above, the expression (1 0 2) is not copied, such that the set of possible results is 2 or 4. We are strongly influenced by the letcalculi described in [AFM+95, AF97, MOW981 which model sharing.
The only syntactic addition is to add choice as a constant. In order to be able to built a compiler using program transformations like lambda-lifting, partial evaluation, inlining, etc., it is important that the calculus is rather permissive in the applicability of its reduction rules, such that a wide range of program transformations can be shown to be correct. The sequence of evaluations should have a maximal degree of freedom, such that parallel evaluation is possible. On the other hand, the normal order reduction should be rather close to a possible implementation.
The calculus &d meets these requirements.
There are two criteria that play a role in the correctness proofs:
One is set-confluence, the other is the existence of (in)finite normal order reductions. of a set of extended rules and of lambdalifting is proved in sections 6, 7 and 8, and the relationship with the usual lambda calculus is clarified in section 9.
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The Language A-expressions may be variables x, the constant choice, applications (s t), let expressions (let x = s in t) and abstractions Xz.t, where x is a variable, and s, t are A-expressions. As a convention we shall assume that all bound variables are different, which can be achieved by a consistent renaming of bound variables.
The set of variables in a closed expression t is denoted as V(t), the set of let-bound variables as Vi,,(t) . A closed expression is one without free variables. We consider expressions as equal (denoted z), if there is some consistent renaming of bound variables that makes them equal, i.e., if they are o-convertible.
We use the convention that application is left associating, i.e., el ez e3 means the expression ((el e2) es We define redexes as immediately reducible subexpressions within an expression. Let C, D be arbitrary We show only for the overlap of the llet-rule with itself that there is a common reduct: (let x = (let y = (let z = t, in tY) in tz) in s) reduces either to (let y = (let .z = t, in tY) in (let x = t, in 3)) or to (let 2 = (let z = t, in (let y = t, in t,)) in s).
The first expression reduces in one further let-reduction to (let z = t, in (let y = t, in (let 2 = t, in 3))). The second expression reduces as follows: (let z = t, in (let x = (let y = t, in tl) in s)), which further reduces to (let z = t, in (let y = t, in (let x = t, in s))). The other computations are similar. Consider the expression (let x = (A y . choice 1 2) in (z 0)+(x 0)), which results in {2,3,4} after the correct reductions.
The wrong choice-reduction would give {(let
Normal order reduction sequences
In this section we define normal order reduction and show that normal order reduction is sufficient to reduce expressions to HNF. This definition models the normal order redex as an outermost redex that is demanded. This is a slightly more lazy variant of the normal order definition in [MOW98].
Definition
4.1 A normal order redex (n-o-redex) of a closed expression t is defined using rules for shifting a label E (for evaluation) up and down in the expression to a final position, thereby leaving as trace a label e and also a compound label describing the n-o-reduction. We start with tE, where t is unlabelled.
and s is an abstraction or the constant choice. Stop, the expression t is a HNF.
ii) C[(r s)"] and r is an abstraction. Mark the expression in the brackets as (lbeta) and return. 
and r is an abstraction or the constant choice.
Mark the expression in the [.]-bracket as (cp) and also with the context D [.] , and return.
and r is an application or a variable.
Proceed labeling with C[(let
The subexpression that is finally labelled E is called the n-oredex if it is not a lambda-abstraction or choice, otherwise the whole expression t is a head normal form (HNF). The normal order reduction has to be performed such that the rule corresponding to the label is executed. The rule (cp) has to be performed such that the variable labelled E is replaced at the position indicated by the context D [.] . A reduction sequence that reduces only n-o-redexes is called a normal order reduction.
Lemma
4.2 The following holds for the labeling algorithm.
The labeling terminates and either marks a unique no-redex or marks the whole expression as a HNF.
Every superexpression of an n-o-redex is marked e in the labeling.
An n-o-redex may only be subexpression of another redex of type cp or llet, but not in the expression to be copied by the cp-rule.
It is also not a subexpression of another redex of type lapp, lbeta, or nd.
Any n-o-redex and also the variable to be replaced is in the context W.
. Lemma 4.3 Let t be a HNF. If t + t' then t' is a HNF.
Lemma 4.4 Let t be a closed expression with an n-o-redex. If t + t', by a non-n-o-reduction, then t' is not a HNF.
Proof.
If the redex in t ----+ t' is not labelled e, this is obvious.
Otherwise, this redex is marked e. It is an easy exercise to check the cases where the reduction is of type llet or cp. 0 Corollary 4.5 The last reduction before reaching a HNF is a normal order reduction of type (cp) or (lbeta).
In the following we show that an arbitrary reduction to a HNF can be turned into an n-o-reduction by commuting the reductions.
A non-n-o-reduction is also denoted as i(nternal) reduction.
In order to ease notation, we denote a sequence of reductions as words: 3 is denoted as (a, p) for all types nqnd 'I of rules and for a E {no, i}. For example __) o z is denoted as (no, nd) o (i, cp). We will use meta-reductions on sequences of reductions. Definition 4.6 Let t be a closed expression. The reduction t 7 t' is defined as follows: For x, y 6 &t(t) let x <. y, ifl (let y = t, in s) is a subexpression oft and x occurs in t,, and let < be the transitive closure of <* . We give an explanation of the notation in the following lemma:
t1 z,a t-2 z t3 j 34 : t1 z t4 I t3. Lemma 4.8 Every i-reduction followed by normal order reductions can be shifted to the right according to one of the following rules:
(i,a) 0 (no,cp) cr, (no,cp) 0 (no,a)? 0 (i,a)*, for a # nd, cppar.
where (a E {i, no}) and UJ 2 0. If t -% t' where t' is a HNF, then there is a HNF t", such that t no,: t" and t" -G t'.
Proof. We use the previous lemmas.
Let t -% t' be a reduction.
We use as meta-reduction strategy to shift the rightmost i-reduction to the right dropping the i-reductions after reaching a HNF. The following well-founded ordering shows termination of this meta-reduction, since it is strictly decreased in every meta-reduction. It is a lexicographic ordering of four components. The first component is the number of (i, cppar)-reductions. The second is a multiset of the following numbers: For every ireduction:
the number of (no,cp) reductions that are right of it. The third component is the total number of internal reductions.
The fourth component is the number of n-oreductions to HNF right of the rightmost i-reduction.
It is easy to see that this measure is well-founded and that every meta-reduction on the reductions to HNF strictly decreases this size. Hence the meta-reduction will end with a reduction that is a sequence of n-o-reductions followed by a sequence of i-reductions to a HNF. The only rule that may increase the measure $ is the rule lbeta.
On the other hand, the only rule that can increase t,he measure cp is cp. 0
Contextual Equivalence
In order to prove correctness of optimized lambda-lifting and to clarify the connection with the deterministic lambda calculus, the criterion of contextual equivalence [AbrSO, How891 is required.
We will use a rather strong criterion including termination as well as non-termination. If the n-o-reduction is a finite one to a HNF, then use as a measure for meta-reductions the following lexicographical ordering of three components: i) the multiset of: for every ldel-reduction, the number of (no,cp) that are right of it. ii) The total number of ldel-reductions, iii) the number of n-o-reductions to HNF right of the rightmost ldel reduction.
It is easy to see using the commutation diagrams for ldel, that this measure is strictly decreased if the rightmost ldel is shifted and an ldel for a HNF are eliminated. If the reduction for t' is infinite, then the number of its (no,cp)-reduction steps is infinite. We show by induction on the number of (no,cp)-reductions in a normal order reduction sequence of t', that shifting ldel's to the right does not change this number. By using the strategy to shift all ldels over the first (no,cp), then all ldel's over the second and so forth, we get an infinite normal order reduction for t. We require a special measure for lcv.
Definition 6.7 The measure t is defined using an environment parameter. where a = 0 ifs is a variable.
Otherwise: a = 1.
Lemma 6.8 If t Y, t' for y E {ZZet,Zapp,cp,nd}, then E(t) > ((t'). If t Icq t', then r(t) = t(t')
Proof. Evaluate the expressions before and after application of the rules and compare the measures. 0 Icv Theorem 6.9 Let t, t' be closed expressions and t __) t'. Then t wC t'.
Proof.
First let a normal order reduction for t' be given.
We use induction on the number of lbeta-reductions and the size [(t') . First assume that the reduction is finite. We make induction on triples (t, t', red), where red is a normal order reduction from t' to HNF. The induction ordering is: (tl, t;,redl) < (tz, t;, redz), iff (#(lbeta,redl),[(tl)) < (#(lbeta, reds), t(h)) in the lexicographical ordering.
The induction hypothesis is that we can find a normal order reduction for t with the same number of lbeta-reductions. Let t have a finite or infinite n-o-reduction.
Similar as above, we base the proof on the number of lbeta-reductions in a no-reduction of t and t'. PdcP 0 x-----+wx l x pdcpw tl, ijx is let-bound in t to the (deterministic) expression t,, and t: is a renamed version oft,. Let t 3 t' i# t 3~ t' for some antichain W.
Note that pdcp may also copy (deterministic) variables. wise, let t, *W t: and (let z = t, in sZ) ----+w (let 0 = ti in s:), pdld Let s1 ----+w 82. If x E W, let the subexpression oft be (let x = t, in s=), such that 81 is a subexpression ojs,.
Then sy -ff%w (let x' = tk in s;), where tk is a renamed version of t, and s: is a version of 92, where any occurrences of x are renamed by x'.
Let t -ff+ t' iff t -ff%w t' for some W.
Lemma 7.5 All reductions in And , Xz, and the reductions pdcp, pdld preserve the property that a subexpression is deterministic.
Proof. An easy analysis of the cases. 0 We give the commutation and forking diagrams for pdcp and pdld We assume that pdcp is internal, i.e., has no normal order component. Proof. There are less complications than in the commutation case for pdcp. We illustrate a complex case: (let y = (let x = t, in tY) in y) --ff$ (let y = (let x = t, in tY) in (let y = (let x = t, in tY) in y)) no,llet 4 (let y = (let x = t, in tY) in (let x = t, in (let y = t, in y))). The other reduction gives: (let y = (let x = t, in tY) in y) no,llel (let x = t, in (let y = t, in y))
tl, in (let y' = tl, in y')))) t-. The pdld reduction in the second reduction sequence fulftlls the condition of the definition, since the replaced positions are not within a copied body. q
In the following we use the measure of a reduction sequence ~1 that is a pair, compared lexicographically, where the first component ~1 is the number of nd, lbeta, and cp-reductions, and the second component ~2 is the measure cp defined in subsection 3.1. Lemma 7.8 Let an n-o-reduction red from t (to a HNF) be given. If t -f+ t', with p E {llet, lapp,cp,lbeta}, then there is an n-o-reduction red' from t' (to a HNF) with pl(red') 5 pl(red)
Proof. Follows from lemma 5.4 q Lemma 7.9 Let an n-o-reduction red' from t' (to a HNF) be given. If t % t', then there is an n-o-reduction red from t (to a HNF) with pl(red) = pl(red') Proof. Follows from lemma 4.8 q to a HNF, then t has an n-o-reduction red to a HNF, where ~(red) 5 ~(red').
Proof. We use lemma 7.7. The second diagram in lemma 7.7 has a backward reduction, for which we need Lemma 7.8. q pdld Lemma 7.11 Let t ---+ t'. If t' has an infinite n-oreduction red', then t has an infinite n-o-reduction red.
Proof. We use lemma 7.7. The second diagram in lemma 7.7 has a backward reduction, for which we need lemma 5.6. For the third diagram we need the argument that an infinite n-o-reduction cannot contain solely of lapp, llet-reductions. q Lemma 7.12 Let t -ff? t'. Ij t' has a finite n-o-reduction to HNF, then t has a finite n-o-reduction to a HNF.
Proof. By induction using the following lexicographically PdcP ordered measure: Let t __) t' and red' be a n-o-reduction to HNF from t'. Then the first component of the measure is p(red'), the second is t(t). If the first reduction from t' is of type nd, lbeta, or cp, then the diagrams in lemma 7.6 show that the first component is sufficient to use the induction, where lemmas 7.8, 7.7, and 7.10 are used. If the first reduction in red' is a llet or lapp-reduction.
Then the corners of the diagram are t % tl, tt', t' z t2. The tail of the n-o-reduction red' is red;.
We use for t,he last diagram in lemma 7.6, the claim of lemma 7.9 to show that pl(reda) 5 pl(red').
In any case, we can apply the induction hypothesis since ((tl) < E(t). If t' is already a HNF, then t is also a HNF. q Lemma 7.13 Let t z t'. If t' has an infinite n-oreduction red, then t has an infinite n-o-reduction.
Proof. By induction on ~1. The diagrams
show that there is a reduction sequence no,t Pdcp t ----+ t1 -----+ t;. It is easy to see for all cases of diagrams in lemma 7.6 that if t' has an infinite n-o-reduction, then t; has an infinite n-o-reduction, where lemma 7.11 and lemma 5.6 is required.
Since every such step adds at least one n-o-reduction to the n-o-reduction sequence after t, we can construct an infinite n-o-reduction for t. u Lemma 7.16 Let t 5 t' such that t has a finite n-oreduction to a HNF. Then t' has a finite n-o-reduction to a HNF.
Proof,
By induction on the length of an n-o-reduction of t, the diagrams in lemma 7.15 show that there is a mixed reduction for t' to a HNF. Theorem 4.9 shows that there is also a n-o-reduction to some HNF. 0 Lemma 7.17 Let t a t' such that t has a finite n-oreduction to a HNF. Then t' has a finite n-o-reduction to a HNF.
Proof.
By induction on the length of an n-o-reduction of t, the diagrams in lemma 7.15 and lemma 7.16 show that there is a mixed reduction for t' to a HNF. Theorem 4.9 shows that there is also a n-o-reduction to some HNF. 0 Lemma 7.18 Let t s t' such that t has an infinite no-reduction.
Then t' has an infinite n-o-reduction.
Proof. We show by induction on the number of lbetareduction, that if t has an n-o-reduction with more than n lbeta-reductions, then this holds also for t'.
First, if s s s' and s has an n-o-reduction with more than n lbeta-reductions, then we can construct a mixed reduction for s' with not less than n n-o-lbeta-reductions by lemma 7.15. The commutation lemma 4.8 then shows that there are at least n lbeta-reductions in the n-o-reduction after using the commutation rules. We use lemma 7.14 to show that the same arguments apply to pdcp. 7.19, 6.3 and 6.9 we show that the lambda-lifted expression is contextually equivalent to the previous one. C [(Xzr, . . . , z,.D[zr, , zn] of the expression askint 0 + askint 0 using an appropriate user interface would behave as follows:
Two windows asking for a number are opened, the user can decide which to answer first or second.
Only if both are answered, the sum is returned as a result. it uses "strict" evaluation of the let-rules, whereas ours is i'lazy".
There are only slight differences, for example lengths of normal order reductions are in some examples longer than for our calculus (there may be more llet's).
We have not explored the way to base the proof on their n-o-reduction, but experience shows that the proofs based on diagrams are very sensible to minor changes in the rules. The proofs of our theorems in a setting based on the normal order reduction definition of [MOW981 would be very different and perhaps more complex. The calculus in [AF97] models almost only the normal order reduction and thus has a narrow range of program transformations.
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Further Research
The extension of our calculus to non-strict functional languages using constructors and a polymorphic type system has to be investigated.
A more detailed analysis of the input-output behavior of a functional programming language based on the non-determinism is required. The properties of choice as a parallel combinator have to be clarified, where associativity, commutativity and idempotency appear to hold. An investigation in a semantics for And is in order.
